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10. Sensors for Measurement of the Position

Inductosyn & Optical Incremental Sensor. Measurement task: Measure the characteristic of the inductosyn sensor, i.e. the dependence of the voltage across. 
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10. Sensors for Measurement of the Position Objectives: Learn the physical principles and function of the following position sensors: - inductive transformation sensor (inductosyn) - linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) - optical incremental sensor - ultrasonic sensor



Inductosyn & Optical Incremental Sensor Measurement task: Measure the characteristic of the inductosyn sensor, i.e. the dependence of the voltage across the coils on the moving part (“slider“) on the position, in the range of one mechanical period of the “ruler” (approx. 2 mm). The reference (“right”) value of the position is sensed by an optical incremental sensor MS 30, connected to the intelligent indicator Modig 221. The indicator sensitivity is 1 µm / digit. Linear positioning system Microcon with the InMotion software is used for controlling the position.



Measurement procedure: a) Connect voltage of the maximum amplitude and frequency of 50 kHz from the generator to the stator winding (“ruler”). b) Connect the outputs of the two rotor windings (“slider”) to the inputs of the HP 34401A multimeter configured as following: AC voltage measurement (not default !) 5-digits display c) Use the possibility to measure on both coils at the same time using the Front / Rear inputs, switched by the button at the front panel of the instrument. d) By means of the control program find the position, where there is a zero voltage across one of the rotor windings (and maximum voltage across the other of the rotor windings). Measure the output voltage U1(x), U2(x) on the both windings of the rotor in 20 - 30 positions in order to cover the whole mechanical period of the “ruler”. e) Compute the output value corresponding to the position from the results of the measurement, i.e. determine the dependence of the function “arctg (U2 / U1)“ on the “slider” position. Consider that both voltage waveforms change their phase by 360° during movement of one step (about 2 mm). Since the used multimeter measures only the effective (RMS) value, ignoring the phase of the voltage, you have to observe the signals on the oscilloscope and mark correctly the sign of voltage values. Use triggering by the supply signal from generator. In practice, synchronous detection is often used for the processing of the inductosyn output signals, so that the problem with the sign is not present. f) Verify that the dependences of the voltages U1(x), U2(x) on position x are shifted by ¼ of period (mechanical) and the sum (U 12 + U 22 ) depends on the position only very slightly.
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Fig. 10.1 Inductosyn circuitry



Fig. 10.2 Inductosyn principle – fixed ruler and slider with two planar coils



Notes: Use laplink (serial) cable to connect InMotion control board to the computer. Set the supply voltage of the InMotion control board to 10V/0.5A. If the program does not display a “successful connection” message at the startup, then: 1) Check the voltage supply for the control board 2) Go to the menu “Configuration/Serial Setup Dialog”, leave the defaults, and press OK. Do not run the device to the extreme positions on either end to avoid damage of motor. Position control: Use menu MOVE / FORWARD or BACKWARD for the movement with certain number of steps. Choose the middle option „number of steps in current full step division“ and step size 2. The movement is executed by menu MOVE / RUN. The hot key F9 is used for execution / repeating of given command.
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Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) Measurement task: Learn the principle of the LVDT. Measure its characteristic (transfer function); estimate the resolution of the measurement. Measure the characteristic around zero position in detail; focus also on the both end-positions of the sensor.



Fig. 10.3 – The LVDT principle



Ultrasonic distance sensor This sensor employs the sonar-principle, i.e. it measures the round-trip time interval between the emitted ultrasonic pulse and received reflected “echo”. For creating and receiving the ultrasonic pulse, only one ultrasound transducer is used.



Measurement task: Connect the digital oscilloscope to the outputs of the sensor device and observe the waveforms of the transmitted and received pulse. Measure the time delay between these events, and from the known value of the sound speed in the air calculate the respective distance. Compare the computed value to the reading displayed on the device. Note that the device reading corresponds to distance from the lower edge of the instrument housing, not from the transducer’s membrane. Therefore it is necessary to consider the distance from the lower edge to the membrane (12 cm). What error can be caused by temperature dependence of the sound velocity in the air? Note: The sound speed in air is approximately



v(t ) = 331,8 + 0,6 ⋅ t where t is temperature in °C.
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